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ACEIT eNews
With the new year, comes a new look for the ACEIT eNews! We are delivering your
trusted ACEIT updates with a slightly different format, and we are happy to have
you join us.
Notes from the Support Desk
Recently we’ve received questions about password protecting ACE files, and
specifically why known correct passwords are not unlocking their files. We understand
that this could be a frustrating experience (especially during review season), but we
have a fix!
There was an issue with password protected files on machines where FIPS was enabled,
but it has been addressed in all versions of ACEIT 8.0 SP2. Users can download the most
up-to-date ACEIT 8.0 SP2-003 directly from ACEIT.com > User Resources > Downloads
> Production Software. If a software upgrade isn’t immediately possible, try to disable
FIPS.
Contact ACEIT_Support@Tecolote.com if you have questions or if you found this note
useful.

Understanding RI$K Allocation at the Mean
Last month we released the "RI$K Allocation: Why and How" Online Help article,
where we explained the benefits of using ACE's RI$K Allocation algorithm to develop
budget-friendly estimates that take uncertainty into account.
This month, we continue in that vein to further explain a subset of allocation: RI$K
Allocation at the Mean. Learn how ACE calculates RI$K Mean values, what is and is not
allocated, and the options that control these results.
To view more, log into ACEIT.com and visit User Resources > Online Help. You need to
have an active ACEIT DMS to access this section. You're also welcome to email ACEIT
Support with any comments, feedback, or ideas you have for future articles!

ACEIT Training

Policy Change: Effective March 1, 2022 there will be a price change for two of our
self-paced training classes, ACEIT for Model Builders and ACEIT for Advanced Model
Builders. The new price will be $2,000 per person. These self-paced training classes
now include instructional videos for all course modules and individual exercises as well
as 4 remote instructor hours. We will honor the current price of $1,195 for any selfpaced training booked prior to March 1, 2022.

We continue to offer our open registration classes in Washington, D.C. for students who
prefer an in person training experience. These classes are conducted with COVID-19
safety protocols, for the safety of our instructors and students.
Upcoming open registration offerings include ACEIT for Model Builders starting
February 15, 2022 and ACEIT for Reviewers starting March 15, 2022.
Click the options below to see schedules and register for our upcoming training
opportunities. For questions contact ACEIT_Train@Tecolote.com.
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